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a b s t r a c t

25We extend a recently developed class of uniaxial symmetric rate-independent models to
26simulate complex asymmetric mechanical hysteresis phenomena. The main features of
27the novel formulation, that allows for the evaluation of the generalized force by solving
28a scalar equation and employing only one history variable, are illustrated by developing
29two specific instances of the class, namely the Asymmetric Bilinear and Exponential
30Models. The former is presented to better illustrate the meaning of the quantities entering
31the proposed formulation; the latter, representing a more sophisticated model able to sim-
32ulate a wide range of asymmetric hysteretic behaviors, is illustrated to demonstrate the
33potentialities of the class in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency. To validate
34the Asymmetric Exponential Model, some experimental hysteresis loops, selected from
35the literature, are numerically simulated. Then, some nonlinear time history analyses are
36performed on a single degree of freedom mechanical system and the numerical results
37obtained by means of the proposed model are compared to those obtained by employing
38a modified version of the Bouc-Wen model.
39� 2020 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
40

41

42

43 1. Introduction

44 Hysteresis is a widespread complex phenomenon observed in many areas of science and engineering, especially in mag-
45 netics and mechanics. Hysteresis occurring in magnetic systems and materials is denominated magnetic hysteresis, whereas
46 the one observed in mechanical systems and materials is referred to as mechanical hysteresis [37].
47 The hysteretic behavior of mechanical systems and materials, of specific interest in this work, is intrinsically nonlinear
48 since their output not only depends on the current value of the input but also on its past history [6]. Specifically, such sys-
49 tems and materials exhibit a rate-independent hysteretic behavior, typically resulting from plastic deformation mechanisms
50 and/or friction [24], when the generalized force (generalized displacement) does not depend on the rate of variation of the
51 applied generalized displacement (generalized force) [9]. Notice that generalized forces include forces, moments, and stres-
52 ses, whereas generalized displacements include displacements, rotations, and strains.
53 In particular, if one imposes a generalized cyclic displacement, the resulting generalized force, representing the output
54 variable, traces a hysteresis loop in the generalized force-displacement plane. During a generic loading (unloading) phase,
55 a typical hysteresis loop may be described by two types of curves, namely a generic loading (unloading) curve and an upper
56 (a lower) bound [33,34].
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57 According to the type of shape characterizing typical generalized force-displacement hysteresis loops, it is possible to dis-
58 tinguish between symmetric and asymmetric mechanical hysteresis phenomena. In the former case, a typical hysteresis loop
59 may be described by a loading curve (upper bound) having the same shape of the unloading curve (lower bound). On the
60 contrary, in the latter case, a typical hysteresis loop may be described by generic loading and unloading curves and/or upper
61 and lower bounds having different shapes.
62 Several uniaxial phenomenological models have been proposed in the literature for reproducing the complex asymmetric
63 hysteresis phenomena occurring in rate-independent mechanical systems and materials. Looking at the type of the equation
64 to adopt for the evaluation of the output variable, such models may be classified into four categories: algebraic, transcenden-
65 tal, differential, and integral models.
66 Differential models are the most employed ones to simulate asymmetric hysteresis phenomena. In particular, many of
67 them represent an improved version of the original Bouc-Wen model, one of the most widespread symmetric models avail-
68 able in the literature [7,39,40]. In this differential model, belonging to the more general Duhem class of operators [12], the
69 expression of the generalized force is computed by summing two components, that is, a linear elastic force and a rate-
70 independent hysteretic force. The former is a function of the generalized displacement, whereas the latter is a function of
71 a generalized hysteretic variable evaluated by solving a first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation.
72 The above-described existing asymmetric differential models may be further classified into two groups: models formu-
73 lated by modifying the expression of the generalized force and models obtained by modifying the differential equation
74 required to compute the generalized hysteretic variable. Specifically, in the differential models belonging to the first group,
75 the generalized force is evaluated by summing a nonlinear elastic component, instead of a linear elastic one, and a hysteretic
76 component premultiplied by a modulating function. Among these models, those formulated by Ref. [4,8,23], specifically
77 developed to simulate the asymmetric hysteretic behavior displayed by wire rope isolators along their axial direction, rep-
78 resent the most popular ones. Such asymmetric models require, respectively, a set of fifteen, nine, and eleven parameters
79 having no clear mechanical or graphical meaning; they differ both for the expressions proposed for the nonlinear elastic
80 force and for the modulating function.
81 In the differential models belonging to the second group, in which the generalized force is computed by summing a linear
82 elastic component and a hysteretic one, as in the original Bouc-Wen model, the generalized hysteretic variable is evaluated
83 by solving a modified version of the first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation. Specifically, Ref. [10] as well as Ref.
84 [38] have modified such a differential equation by adding additional terms in order to obtain hysteresis loops characterized
85 not only by asymmetric peak forces but also by loading and unloading curves with different shapes. These asymmetric hys-
86 teretic behaviors are typical of some metals, polymers, shape memory alloys, and reinforced-concrete or steel beam-column
87 connections. The former (latter) model requires eight (seven) parameters with not clear mechanical or graphical significance.
88 In 2006, Ref. [31] proposed a generalized Bouc-Wen model, also formulated by adding additional terms in the first-order
89 nonlinear ordinary differential equation. This model, based on a set of ten parameters having no clear mechanical or graph-
90 ical meaning, allows for the simulation of highly asymmetric hysteresis loops typical of some flexible connectors used in
91 electrical substations.
92 Unfortunately, these existing asymmetric differential models have two major disadvantages. First of all, they are compu-
93 tationally inefficient since the first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation, required to compute the generalized hys-
94 teretic variable, needs to be numerically solved by means of multi-steps [25] or Runge–Kutta methods [27] for each time step
95 of a nonlinear dynamic analysis. Furthermore, they are based on a relatively large number of model parameters having no
96 clear mechanical or graphical significance; this aspect not only makes necessary the use of quite sophisticated parameters
97 identification procedures but it also makes complicated their use in practical applications.
98 In this paper we present an enhanced formulation of a class of uniaxial phenomenological models, recently developed by
99 Ref. [33], to simulate complex asymmetric hysteresis phenomena typical of several rate-independent mechanical systems

100 and materials. One of the advantages offered by such a general formulation, that assumes the generalized force (generalized
101 displacement) as output (input) variable, is the possibility of developing asymmetric models not requiring the numerical
102 solution of a differential equation to compute the generalized force. This aspect allows for a significant reduction of the typ-
103 ically high computational times characterizing nonlinear time history analyses performed by using existing asymmetric dif-
104 ferential models. Furthermore, by using the general relations of such a formulation, one may develop novel asymmetric
105 models that are not only based on a small number of parameters having a clear graphical significance, thus simplifying
106 the parameters identification procedure and allowing their use in practice, but that also require a simple implementation
107 algorithm.
108 The present paper is structured into three parts. In the first part (Section 2), we shortly describe rate-independent
109 mechanical systems and materials having asymmetric hysteretic behavior, giving particular emphasis on the description
110 of their typical generalized force–displacement hysteresis loops.
111 In the second part (Sections 3 and 4), we first illustrate the proposed enhanced formulation of the class of models; then, to
112 better describe its properties, we develop two specific instances of the proposed class, namely the Asymmetric Bilinear
113 Model and Asymmetric Exponential Model. The former is presented to clearly explain the meaning of the adopted quantities,
114 whereas the latter is illustrated to show the potentialities of the class in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency.
115 Finally, in the third part (Section 5), we validate the more elaborate Asymmetric Exponential Model, capable of simulating
116 a large spectrum of asymmetric mechanical hysteresis phenomena, by means of experimental and numerical verifications.
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117 2. Mechanical systems and materials exhibiting an asymmetric hysteretic behavior

118 In the field of aerospace, civil, and mechanical engineering there exist several examples of mechanical systems and mate-
119 rials displaying complex rate-independent hysteretic behaviors. The term rate-independentmeans that the output variable of
120 such systems and materials does not depend on the first time derivative of the input variable [9], this last one being repre-
121 sented either by a generalized force f or a generalized displacement u.
122 In particular, mechanical systems and materials display a kinematic hardening (softening) rate-independent hysteretic
123 behavior if the generalized force f increases (decreases) with the generalized displacement u and the vertical distance
124 between the two bounds limiting their hysteresis loops does not change during the nonlinear response.
125 Looking at the shape of the generalized force-displacement hysteresis loops, generally displayed by the above-described
126 mechanical systems and materials, it is possible to distinguish between symmetric and asymmetric hysteresis loops. The for-
127 mer are characterized by a generic loading curve and an upper bound having, respectively, the same shape of the unloading
128 curve and lower bound; on the contrary, the latter are defined by generic loading and unloading curves and/or upper and
129 lower bounds with different shapes.
130 Depending on the types and analytical properties of the upper and lower bounds, asymmetric hysteresis loops, of partic-
131 ular interest in this work, may be classified into four main categories, as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. Specifically, Fig. 1a (1b)
132 shows a typical asymmetric hysteresis loop limited by two parallel (non-parallel) straight lines, whereas Fig. 2a (2b) presents
133 a typical asymmetric hysteresis loop delimited by two curves having no (one) inflection point. Such a classification has been
134 carried out after a very careful examination of an extensive number of experimental asymmetric hysteresis loops available in
135 the engineering literature; some of them are quoted in the next two paragraphs.
136 Some examples of systems and materials whose nonlinear response is characterized by asymmetric hysteresis loops
137 bounded by two straight lines, as the ones illustrated in Fig. 1, are beam-column connections of steel moment-resisting
138 frame structures [17,26,30], steel reinforcing bars used in beam and column elements of reinforced-concrete frame struc-
139 tures [16,22,28], and some types of spring connectors typically incorporated in electrical bus conductors to accommodate
140 thermal effects [13].
141 Furthermore, examples of mechanical systems and materials with asymmetric hysteresis loops limited by two curves, as
142 the ones shown in Fig. 2, are shape memory alloy springs, adopted to reduce the oscillations of flat plates due to flutter insta-
143 bility [21], martensitic nickel-titanium shape memory alloy bars [2,18], austenitic nickel-titanium shape memory alloy wires
144 [11], metallic alloys [5] as well as actuators [1,41,43]. Additional examples are some flexible connectors [13], some rubber-
145 like materials [19,20,42], and the class of wire rope springs, including helical, arch, and spherical wire rope devices, adopted
146 not only for reducing the vibrations of bearings employed in rocket engines [32], but also for the seismic protection of equip-
147 ment [8] and lightweight structures [36], and for the seismic retrofit of HV ceramic circuit breakers [3,4].

148 3. Proposed class of asymmetric models

149 The development of computationally efficient hysteretic models, able to reproduce generalized force–displacement hys-
150 teresis loops having a highly asymmetric shape and, at the same time, based on few parameters describing specific graphical
151 properties of the hysteresis loops, represents such a challenging task.
152 In this section we present an enhanced formulation of a class of rate-independent models, recently developed by Vaiana
153 et al. [33], able to reproduce the complex asymmetric hysteresis phenomena characterizing the behavior of several mechan-
154 ical systems and materials. In particular, we first illustrate the adopted nomenclature and the novel general form proposed

Fig. 1. Typical asymmetric hysteresis loop limited by two parallel (a) and non-parallel (b) straight lines.
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155 for the generalized tangent stiffness kt; then, we derive the general expressions of the generalized force f and of the history
156 variable uj, and, finally, we obtain two general expressions relating the parameters f 0 and u0.

157 3.1. Preliminaries

158 Fig. 3a (3b) shows a typical asymmetric hysteresis loop limited by two straight lines (curves), described by means of four
159 different curves, namely the upper cu and lower cl limiting curves and the generic loading cþ and unloading c� curves.
160 The upper (lower) limiting curve cu (cl) intersects the vertical axis at a point with coordinates 0 and fþ0 (0 and �f�0 ). By
161 supposing that such limiting curves are not affected by cyclic loading phenomena, the distance between them, evaluated
162 along the vertical axis at a generic point having abscissa u, remains constant.
163 The generic loading curve cþ, describing the response when the sign of the generalized velocity _u is positive, intersects the
164 lower (upper) limiting curve at a generic point having abscissa uþ

i (uþ
j ), with uþ

i ¼ uþ
j � 2uþ

0 ; similarly, the generic unloading
165 curve c�, describing the response when the sign of the velocity _u is negative, intersects the upper (lower) limiting curve at a
166 generic point having abscissa u�

i (u�
j ), with u�

i ¼ u�
j þ 2u�

0 .

167 3.2. Generalized tangent stiffness

168 The asymmetric hysteresis loops in Fig. 3 are typically modeled in the literature [14] by adopting two parallel uniaxial
169 springs: an elastic one, characterized by a generalized force f e and a generalized tangent stiffness ke ¼ dfe=du; u being the

Fig. 2. Typical asymmetric hysteresis loop limited by two curves without (a) and with (b) inflection point.

Fig. 3. Curves cu; cl; cþ , and c� for an asymmetric hysteresis loop limited by two straight lines (a) or curves (b).
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170 generalized displacement, and a hysteretic one, characterized by a generalized force f̂ h and a generalized tangent stiffness

171 k̂h ¼ df̂ h=du. Accordingly, for modeling purposes, we assume that a typical asymmetric hysteresis loop, as the one illustrated

172 in Fig. 4a, can be decomposed as the sum of two different functions, namely f e and f̂ h; the former, shown in Fig. 4b, is a
173 single-valued function having zero value at u ¼ 0, that is, f eð0Þ ¼ 0, whereas the latter, shown in Fig. 4c, is obtained in turn
174 by premultiplying a multi-valued function f h by a single-valued one w having unit value at u ¼ 0, that is, wð0Þ ¼ 1. The con-
175 ditions f eð0Þ ¼ 0 and wð0Þ ¼ 1 ensure that the upper (lower) limiting curve of a generalized force–displacement hysteresis
176 loop intersects the vertical axis at (0; fþ0 ) ((0;�f�0 )), as shown in Fig. 3.

177 As an example, in order to obtain a function f̂ h ¼ wf h characterized by two non-parallel limiting curves (Fig. 5a), we may
178 multiply a positive convex and differentiable function w (Fig. 5b) by a function f h having two parallel limiting straight lines
179 (Fig. 5c). Since the function w allows us to modify the shape of the bounds characterizing function f h, as clearly illustrated in
180 Fig. 5, we call w shaping function.
181 Coherently with the previous assumptions, the general form of the generalized tangent stiffness kt is:
182

kt u;uj
� � ¼ ke uð Þ þ k̂h u; uj

� �
; ð1Þ184184

185 with:
186

k̂h u;uj
� � ¼ w uð Þkh u; uj

� �þ dw uð Þ
du

Z
kh u;uj
� �

du; ð2Þ
188188

189 where keðuÞ and wðuÞ are functions of the generalized displacement u, whereas khðu;ujÞ is a function of both the generalized
190 displacement u and the history variable uj; such a variable is represented by uþ

j (u�
j ) in the generic loading (unloading) case

191 or, in other words, when the generalized velocity _u is positive (negative).

192 As explained in details in Ref. [33], khðu;ujÞ is an arbitrary function having initial value kþa (k�a ) on ½uþ
j � 2uþ

0 ;u
þ
j ½

193 (�u�
j ;u

�
j þ 2u�

0 �), when _u > 0 ( _u < 0), whereas it is constant and equal to kþb (k�b ) on �uþ
j ;1Þ (ð�1;u�

j ½), when _u > 0 ( _u < 0).
194 Note that setting wðuÞ ¼ 1 in Eq. (2), Eq. (1) becomes:
195

kt u;uj
� � ¼ ke uð Þ þ kh u; uj

� �
; ð3Þ197197

198 which represents the general form of kt presented in the original formulation developed in Ref. [33].

199 3.3. Generalized force

200 The generalized force f can be evaluated by adopting the expressions of the four curves that characterize a typical asym-
201 metric hysteresis loop, that is, the upper cu and lower cl limiting curves and the generic loading cþ and unloading c� curves;
202 specifically, as shown in Fig. 3, in the generic loading (unloading) case, f ¼ cþ (f ¼ c�) when uþ

i 6 u < uþ
j (u�

j < u 6 u�
i ), and

203 f ¼ cu (f ¼ cl) when u > uþ
j (u < u�

j ). Thus, in the following subsection, we derive the general expressions of such curves by
204 integrating the novel general expression proposed for kt .

205 3.3.1. Upper limiting curve
206 To derive the expression of cu, we integrate Eq. (1) by obtaining:
207

Fig. 4. Typical asymmetric hysteresis loop (a) obtained by summing functions f e (b) and f̂ h (c).
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cu u;uþ
j

� �
¼

Z
ke uð Þduþ

Z
w uð Þkh u; uþ

j

� �
duþ

Z
dw uð Þ
du

Z
kh u;uþ

j

� �
du

� �
du; ð4Þ

209209

210 which, upon integrating by parts the second addend, can be also written as:
211

cu u;uþ
j

� �
¼

Z
ke uð Þduþ w uð Þ

Z
kh u;uþ

j

� �
du: ð5Þ

213213

214 Since the function cu comes into play when u > uþ
j , we can set khðu;uþ

j Þ ¼ kþb . Hence, Eq. (5) becomes:
215

cu uð Þ ¼ f e uð Þ þ Ce þ w uð Þ kþb uþ Cu
� �

; ð6Þ217217

218 where:
219

f e uð Þ ¼
Z

ke uð Þdu: ð7Þ
221221

222 To determine the integration constant Ce, we impose cuð0Þ ¼ 0 when wðuÞ ¼ 0; thus, having assumed f eð0Þ ¼ 0, we obtain:
223

Ce ¼ 0: ð8Þ225225

226 As regards the evaluation of Cu, we impose that the curve cu intersects the vertical axis at a point with coordinates 0 and
227 fþ0 :228

f e 0ð Þ þ w 0ð ÞCu ¼ fþ0 ; ð9Þ230230

231 from which, having assumed f eð0Þ ¼ 0 and wð0Þ ¼ 1 when wðuÞ – 0, we obtain:
232

Cu ¼ fþ0 : ð10Þ234234

235 Thus, the general expression of cuðuÞ is:
236

cu uð Þ ¼ f e uð Þ þ w uð Þ kþb uþ fþ0
� �

: ð11Þ238238

239 3.3.2. Lower limiting curve
240 Similarly to cu, the expression of cl can be determined by integrating Eq. (1):
241

cl u;u�
j

� �
¼

Z
ke uð Þduþ

Z
w uð Þkh u; u�

j

� �
duþ

Z
dw uð Þ
du

Z
kh u;u�

j

� �
du

� �
du; ð12Þ

243243

244 and by applying the integration by parts to the second addend of Eq. (12), thus obtaining:
245

cl u;u�
j

� �
¼

Z
ke uð Þduþ w uð Þ

Z
kh u;u�

j

� �
du: ð13Þ

247247

248 Being interested in expressing the function cl, we assume u < u�
j so that khðu;u�

j Þ ¼ k�b and Eq. (13) can be written as:
249

cl uð Þ ¼ f e uð Þ þ Ce þ w uð Þ k�b uþ Cl
� �

; ð14Þ251251

252 where f eðuÞ and Ce are given by Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively. The integration constant Cl can be derived by imposing that the
253 curve cl intersects the vertical axis at a point with coordinates 0 and �f�0 :

Fig. 5. Function f̂ h (a) obtained by multiplying the shaping function w (b) by function f h(c).
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254
f e 0ð Þ þ w 0ð ÞCl ¼ �f�0 : ð15Þ256256

257 Since we have assumed f eð0Þ ¼ 0 and wð0Þ ¼ 1 when wðuÞ– 0, Eq. (15) gives:
258

Cl ¼ �f�0 ; ð16Þ260260

261 and, consequently, the general expression of clðuÞ becomes:
262

cl uð Þ ¼ f e uð Þ þ w uð Þ k�b u� f�0
� �

: ð17Þ264264

265 We note that the distance between the upper and lower limiting curves, evaluated along the vertical axis at a generic
266 point with abscissa u, is equal to wðuÞ½ðkþb � k�b Þuþ fþ0 þ f�0 �; in particular, such a distance becomes equal to fþ0 þ f�0 for
267 u ¼ 0, having assumed wð0Þ ¼ 1.

268 3.3.3. Generic loading curve
269 To find the expression of cþ, we first integrate Eq. (1) to have:
270

cþ u;uþ
j

� �
¼

Z
ke uð Þduþ

Z
w uð Þkh u; uþ

j

� �
duþ

Z
dw uð Þ
du

Z
kh u;uþ

j

� �
du

� �
du; ð18Þ

272272

273 and then we integrate by parts the second addend of Eq. (18) to get:
274

cþ u;uþ
j

� �
¼

Z
ke uð Þduþ w uð Þ

Z
kh u;uþ

j

� �
du: ð19Þ

276276

277 Such an equation can be equivalently rewritten as:
278

cþ u;uþ
j

� �
¼ f e uð Þ þ Ce þ w uð Þ f h u;uþ

j

� �
þ Cþ

� �
; ð20Þ280280

281 where f eðuÞ and Ce are given by Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively, whereas f hðu;uþ
j Þ is computed as:

282

f h u;uþ
j

� �
¼

Z
kh u; uþ

j

� �
du: ð21Þ

284284

285 To evaluate the integration constant Cþ, we impose that the curve cþ intersects the upper limiting curve at u ¼ uþ
j :

286

cþ uþ
j ;u

þ
j

� �
¼ cu uþ

j

� �
: ð22Þ288288

289 Hence, on account of Eq. (11), we have:
290

f e uþ
j

� �
þ w uþ

j

� �
f h uþ

j ;u
þ
j

� �
þ Cþ

� �
¼ f e uþ

j

� �
þ w uþ

j

� �
kþb u

þ
j þ fþ0

� �
; ð23Þ292292

293 from which we obtain:
294

Cþ ¼ kþb u
þ
j þ fþ0 � f h uþ

j ; u
þ
j

� �
: ð24Þ296296

297 In conclusion, the general expression of cþ is:
298

cþ u;uþ
j

� �
¼ f e uð Þ þ w uð Þ f h u;uþ

j

� �
þ kþb u

þ
j þ fþ0 � f h uþ

j ;u
þ
j

� �� �
: ð25Þ300300

301 3.3.4. Generic unloading curve
302 Similarly to cþ, to derive the expression of c�, Eq. (1) has to be integrated as follows:
303

c� u;u�
j

� �
¼

Z
ke uð Þduþ

Z
w uð Þkh u; u�

j

� �
duþ

Z
dw uð Þ
du

Z
kh u;u�

j

� �
du

� �
du; ð26Þ

305305

306 and the second addend of Eq. (26) has to be integrated by parts, leading to:
307

c� u;u�
j

� �
¼

Z
ke uð Þduþ w uð Þ

Z
kh u;u�

j

� �
du: ð27Þ

309309

310 The previous equation can be also written as:
311

c� u;u�
j

� �
¼ f e uð Þ þ Ce þ w uð Þ f h u;u�

j

� �
þ C�

� �
; ð28Þ313313

314 where f eðuÞ and Ce are evaluated by using Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively, whereas f hðu;u�
j Þ is given by:

315

f h u;u�
j

� �
¼

Z
kh u; u�

j

� �
du: ð29Þ

317317
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318 The determination of the integration constant C� requires to impose that the curve c� intersects the lower limiting curve
319 at u ¼ u�

j :
320

c� u�
j ;u

�
j

� �
¼ cl u�

j

� �
: ð30Þ322322

323 Hence, on account of Eq. (17), we get:
324

f e u�
j

� �
þ w u�

j

� �
f h u�

j ; u
�
j

� �
þ C�

� �
¼ f e u�

j

� �
þ w u�

j

� �
k�b u

�
j � f�0

� �
; ð31Þ326326

327 from which we have:
328

C� ¼ k�b u
�
j � f�0 � f h u�

j ; u
�
j

� �
: ð32Þ330330

331 In conclusion, the general expression of c� is:
332

c� u;u�
j

� �
¼ f e uð Þ þ w uð Þ f h u;u�

j

� �
þ k�b u

�
j � f�0 � f h u�

j ;u
�
j

� �� �
: ð33Þ334334

335 3.4. History variable

336 The generalized displacement uþ
j (u�

j ), required for the evaluation of f during a generic loading (unloading) phase, repre-
337 sents the abscissa of the intersection point of a generic loading (unloading) curve and the upper (lower) limiting curve, as
338 illustrated in Fig. 6. Since the quantity uþ

j (u�
j ) is constant during an entire loading (unloading) phase, to increase the com-

339 putational efficiency of the proposed formulation, we suggest to compute such a value only for the initial point P : ðuP; f PÞ of
340 the generic loading (unloading) curve and to store it until the end of the loading (unloading) phase. This is the reason why
341 such a generalized displacement is referred to as history variable.
342 In the following, we derive the general expression of uþ

j (u�
j ) for a generic initial point P of cþ (c�) that lies between the

343 two limiting curves.

344 3.4.1. Evaluation of uþ
j

345 To determine the expression of uþ
j , we impose that the generic loading curve cþ, given by Eq. (25), passes through the

346 point P : ðuP; f PÞ by obtaining:
347

cþ uP ;uþ
j

� �
¼ f P; ð34Þ349349

350 that gives:
351

f e uPð Þ þ w uPð Þ f h uP;uþ
j

� �
þ kþb u

þ
j þ fþ0 � f h uþ

j ; u
þ
j

� �� �
¼ f P; ð35Þ353353

354 from which we can evaluate uþ
j .

Fig. 6. Evaluation of the history variable uj in the case of an asymmetric hysteresis loop limited by two straight lines (a) or curves (b).
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355 3.4.2. Evaluation of u�
j

356 Similarly, we derive the expression of u�
j by imposing that the generic unloading curve c�, given by Eq. (33), passes

357 through the point P : ðuP ; f PÞ:
358

c� uP ;u�
j

� �
¼ f P ; ð36Þ360360

361 so that we obtain:
362

f e uPð Þ þ w uPð Þ f h uP; u�
j

� �
þ k�b u

�
j � f�0 � f h u�

j ;u
�
j

� �� �
¼ f P; ð37Þ364364

365 from which we can compute u�
j .

366 Note that we can compute uþ
j (u�

j ), by adopting Eq. (35) (Eq. (37)), either in closed form or numerically depending on the

367 expression of the function f hðu;uþ
j Þ (f hðu;u�

j Þ) that is obtained by integrating the expression selected for khðu;uþ
j Þ (khðu;u�

j Þ).

368 3.5. Parameters

369 For the ensuing developments, it is crucial to derive a general expression relating the parameters fþ0 ; f
�
0 , and uþ

0 . To this
370 end, we impose that cþ intersects the lower limiting curve at u ¼ uþ

i , where uþ
i ¼ uþ

j � 2uþ
0 :

371

cþ uþ
j � 2uþ

0 ;u
þ
j

� �
¼ cl uþ

j � 2uþ
0

� �
: ð38Þ373373

374 On account of Eqs. (17) and (25), the previous equation becomes:
375

f e uþ
j � 2uþ

0

� �
þ w uþ

j � 2uþ
0

� �
f h uþ

j � 2uþ
0 ;u

þ
j

� �
þ kþb u

þ
j þ fþ0 � f h uþ

j ;u
þ
j

� �� �
¼ f e uþ

j � 2uþ
0

� �
þ w uþ

j � 2uþ
0

� �
k�b uþ

j � 2uþ
0

� �
� f�0

h i
; ð39Þ377377

378 which gives:
379

f h uþ
j � 2uþ

0 ;u
þ
j

� �
þ kþb � k�b
� �

uþ
j þ 2k�b u

þ
0 þ fþ0 þ f�0 � f h uþ

j ;u
þ
j

� �
¼ 0: ð40Þ381381

382 Similarly, to find a general expression relating the parameters fþ0 ; f
�
0 , and u�

0 , we impose that c� intersects the upper lim-
383 iting curve at u ¼ u�

i , where u�
i ¼ u�

j þ 2u�
0 :

384

c� u�
j þ 2u�

0 ;u
�
j

� �
¼ cu u�

j þ 2u�
0

� �
: ð41Þ386386

387 By using Eqs. (11) and (33), the previous equation can be rewritten as:
388

f e u�
j þ 2u�

0

� �
þ w u�

j þ 2u�
0

� �
f h u�

j þ 2u�
0 ;u

�
j

� �
þ k�b u

�
j � f�0 � f h u�

j ;u
�
j

� �� �
¼ f e u�

j þ 2u�
0

� �
þ w u�

j þ 2u�
0

� �
kþb u�

j þ 2u�
0

� �
þ fþ0

h i
; ð42Þ390390

391 thus obtaining:
392

f h u�
j þ 2u�

0 ;u
�
j

� �
� kþb � k�b
� �

u�
j � 2kþb u

�
0 � fþ0 � f�0 � f h u�

j ;u
�
j

� �
¼ 0: ð43Þ394394

395 It will be shown in subSection 4.1 that once the values of the parameters fþ0 and f�0 have been set, uþ
0 (u�

0 ) can be obtained

396 from Eq. (40) (Eq. (43)) either in closed form or numerically according to the type of function f hðu;uþ
j Þ (f hðu; u�

j Þ) that is

397 obtained by integrating the expression selected for khðu;uþ
j Þ (khðu;u�

j Þ), similarly to what has been shown for the evaluation

398 of uþ
j (u�

j ).

399 Furthermore, it will be shown in subsection 4.2 that, setting kþb ¼ k�b ¼ kb; uþ
0 ¼ u�

0 ¼ u0, and imposing that f�0 ¼ cfþ0
400 (fþ0 ¼ cf�0 ), c being a positive real constant, we may adopt Eq. (40) or, equivalently, Eq. (43) to evaluate fþ0 (f�0 ), either in closed
401 form or numerically according to the type of function f h we obtain by integrating the expression selected for kh.

402 4. Two instances of the class: The Asymmetric Bilinear and Exponential Models

403 In this section we develop two specific instances of the proposed generalized class, namely the Asymmetric Bilinear
404 Model and the Asymmetric Exponential Model, to better explain the procedure that allows for the development of newmod-
405 els by using the general relations described in Section 3. In particular, we first present the Asymmetric Bilinear Model to
406 easily describe the meaning of the adopted quantities; then, we present the Asymmetric Exponential Model to illustrate
407 the potentialities of such a class in accurately reproducing complex asymmetric hysteresis phenomena.
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408 4.1. Asymmetric Bilinear Model

409 We describe the model by defining, in turn, the generalized tangent stiffness, the generalized force, the history variable,
410 the internal model parameter, and by illustrating the types of hysteresis loop shape that can be simulated.

411 4.1.1. Generalized tangent stiffness
412 The adopted generalized tangent stiffness functions are:
413

keðuÞ ¼ 0 on �1;1ð Þ; ð44Þ415415

416

khðu;uþ
j Þ ¼

kþa on uþ
j � 2uþ

0 ;u
þ
j

h h
ð45aÞ

kþb on uþ
j ;1

i �
; ð45bÞ

8><
>:

418418

419

khðu;u�
j Þ ¼

k�a on u�
j ;u

�
j þ 2u�

0

i i
ð46aÞ

k�b on �1;u�
j

� h
; ð46bÞ

8><
>:

421421

422 whereas the selected shaping function is:
423

wðuÞ ¼ 1 on �1;1ð Þ; ð47Þ425425

426 where kþa ; kþb ; k�a ; k�b represent, together with fþ0 and f�0 introduced in Section 3, the six model parameters to be identified on
427 the basis of experimental or numerical tests results; in particular, such parameters satisfy the following conditions:
428 kþa > kþb ; kþa > k�b ; kþa > 0; fþ0 > 0; k�a > k�b ; k�a > kþb ; k�a > 0, and f�0 > 0.
429 The function kh, illustrated in Fig. 7a (7b) for the generic loading (unloading) case, is discontinuous at uþ

j (u�
j ); thus, in

430 such a model, the curves cþ and cu (c� and cl) have two different tangents at uþ
j (u�

j ), as shown in the next subsections.

431 Note that assuming kþa ¼ k�a and kþb ¼ k�b , we obtain the generalized tangent stiffness functions adopted in the Bilinear
432 Model described in Ref. [33].

433 4.1.2. Generalized force
434 We now derive the expressions of the upper (lower) limiting curve cu (cl) and of the generic loading (unloading) curve cþ

435 (c�) required for the evaluation of the generalized force f during the generic loading (unloading) phase.
436 Upper (Lower) Limiting Curve
437 According to the definition (7) and to the assumption (44), we have:
438

f eðuÞ ¼ 0: ð48Þ440440

441 Hence, taking into account (47) and (48), Eq. (11) becomes:
442

cu uð Þ ¼ kþb uþ fþ0 ; ð49Þ444444

445 whereas Eq. (17) yields:
446

cl uð Þ ¼ k�b u� f�0 : ð50Þ448448

449 Generic Loading (Unloading) Curve
450 Because of the assumption (45a), Eq. (21) specializes to:

Fig. 7. Graph of the function kh for the generic loading (a) and unloading (b) case (Asymmetric Bilinear Model).
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451

f hðu;uþ
j Þ ¼ kþa u; ð51Þ453453

454 so that, recalling (47) and (48), Eq. (25) yields:
455

cþðu;uþ
j Þ ¼ kþa ðu� uþ

j Þ þ kþb u
þ
j þ fþ0 : ð52Þ457457

458 Similarly, on account of the assumption (46a), Eq. (29) becomes:
459

f hðu;u�
j Þ ¼ k�a u: ð53Þ461461

462 Hence, taking into account (47) and (48), Eq. (33) yields:
463

c�ðu;u�
j Þ ¼ k�a ðu� u�

j Þ þ k�b u
�
j � f�0 : ð54Þ465465

466 4.1.3. History variable
467 Invoking (48) and (51), and taking into account the assumption (47), Eq. (35) becomes:
468

kþa uP þ kþb u
þ
j þ fþ0 � kþa u

þ
j ¼ f P; ð55Þ470470

471 from which we obtain the expression of the history variable for the generic loading case:
472

uþ
j ¼ kþa uP þ fþ0 � f P

kþa � kþb
: ð56Þ

474474

475 Similarly, using (48) and (53), and taking into account (47), Eq. (37) specializes to:
476

k�a uP þ k�b u
�
j � f�0 � k�a u

�
j ¼ f P; ð57Þ478478

479 from which we obtain the expression of the history variable for the generic unloading case:
480

u�
j ¼ k�a uP � f�0 � f P

k�a � k�b
: ð58Þ

482482

483 Note that Eq. (56) (Eq. (58)) may provide positive or negative values of uþ
j (u�

j ) according to the coordinates of the initial
484 point P : ðuP; f PÞ of cþ (c�).

485 4.1.4. Expression of uþ
0 (u�

0 )
486 We determine the expression of uþ

0 (u�
0 ), referred to as internal model parameter since it can be expressed as a function of

487 the model parameters described in 4.1.1. In particular, to derive the expression of uþ
0 , we use Eqs. (40) and (51) to get:

488

kþa uþ
j � 2uþ

0

� �
þ kþb � k�b
� �

uþ
j þ 2k�b u

þ
0 þ fþ0 þ f�0 � kþa u

þ
j ¼ 0; ð59Þ490490

491 from which we obtain:
492

uþ
0 ¼ kþb � k�b

� �
uþ
j þ fþ0 þ f�0

2 kþa � k�b
� � : ð60Þ

494494

495 Similarly, to find the expression of u�
0 , we use Eqs. (43) and (53) to obtain:

496

k�a u�
j þ 2u�

0

� �
� kþb � k�b
� �

u�
j � 2kþb u

�
0 � fþ0 � f�0 � k�a u

�
j ¼ 0; ð61Þ498498

499 from which we get:
500

u�
0 ¼ kþb � k�b

� �
u�
j þ fþ0 þ f�0

2 k�a � kþb
� � : ð62Þ

502502

503 Note that, when kþb – k�b , the parameter uþ
0 (u�

0 ) is not constant since it depends on the history variable uþ
j (u�

j ). On the

504 contrary, when kþb ¼ k�b , Eq. (60) (Eq. (62)) provides a constant value of uþ
0 (u�

0 ); such a value is positive being kþa > k�b
505 (k�a > kþb ) as well as fþ0 > 0 and f�0 > 0.

506 4.1.5. Hysteresis loop shapes
507 Fig. 8 illustrates two different asymmetric hysteresis loop shapes that can be obtained by means of the Asymmetric Bilin-
508 ear Model. In particular, Fig. 8a presents a hysteresis loop bounded by two parallel straight lines, whereas Figs. 8b and 8c
509 show hysteresis loops bounded by two non-parallel straight lines. Such hysteresis loops, typical of some hysteretic mechan-
510 ical systems and materials [13,16,17,22,26,30], have been simulated by imposing a generalized sinusoidal displacement hav-
511 ing unit amplitude and frequency and by using the six model parameters listed in Table 1.
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512 4.2. Asymmetric Exponential Model

513 As for the Asymmetric Bilinear Model, we define, in turn, the generalized tangent stiffness, the generalized force, the his-
514 tory variable, and the internal model parameter that characterize the Asymmetric Exponential Model; then we illustrate the
515 types of hysteresis loop shape that the model can reproduce.

516 4.2.1. Generalized tangent stiffness
517 The adopted generalized tangent stiffness functions are:
518

keðuÞ ¼ � b1 þ b2ð Þ þ b1e
b1u þ b2e

�b2u on �1;1ð Þ; ð63Þ520520

521

khðu;uþ
j Þ ¼

kþb þ ðkþa � kþb Þe
�aþ u�uþ

j
þ2uþ0

� �
on uþ

j � 2uþ
0 ;u

þ
j

h h
ð64aÞ

kþb on uþ
j ;1

i �
; ð64bÞ

8>><
>>:

523523

Fig. 8. Hysteresis loops simulated by using the Asymmetric Bilinear Model parameters given in Table 1.

Table 1
Asymmetric Bilinear Model parameters adopted for the hysteresis loops in Fig. 8.

kþa kþb fþ0 k�a k�b f�0

(a) 5.0 0.0 0.5 15.0 0.0 0.5
(b) 5.0 0.5 0.5 15.0 0.1 0.5
(c) 5.0 0.5 0.75 15.0 0.1 0.25
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524

khðu;u�
j Þ ¼

k�b þ ðk�a � k�b Þe
�a� �uþu�

j
þ2u�0

� �
on u�

j ;u
�
j þ 2u�

0

i i
ð65aÞ

k�b on �1;u�
j

� h
; ð65bÞ

8>><
>>:

526526

527 whereas the selected shaping function is:
528

wðuÞ ¼ ecu on �1;1ð Þ; ð66Þ530530

531 where kþa ; kþb ; aþ; uþ
0 ; k�a ; k�b ; a�; u�

0 ; b1; b2, and c are the model parameters. To reduce the number of parameters,
532 although without impairing the capability of the model to reproduce very complex hysteretic behaviors, we further assume:
533

kþa ¼ k�a ¼ ka; kþb ¼ k�b ¼ kb; aþ ¼ a� ¼ a; and uþ
0 ¼ u�

0 ¼ u0: ð67Þ535535

536 Hence, the set of model parameters, to be identified on the basis of experimental or numerical tests results, becomes
537 ka; kb;a;u0; b1; b2, and c; specifically, such parameters satisfy the following conditions: ka > kb; ka > 0; a >

538 0; u0 > 0; b1 P 0; b2 P 0, whereas c is real. The more general modeling capabilities that can be achieved by adopting
539 the original eleven parameters of the model will be investigated in forthcoming papers.
540 As regards the parameters b1 and b2, they define the shape of function ke, a convex function on ð�1;1Þwhen b1 P 0 and
541 b2 > 0 or when b1 > 0 and b2 P 0.
542 The parameters ka; kb;a, and u0 characterize the function kh. Such a function, illustrated in Fig. 9a (9b) for the generic load-

543 ing (unloading) case, is a nonlinearly decreasing function, from ka to kb þ ðka � kbÞe�2au0 on ½uþ
j � 2u0;uþ

j ½ (�u�
j ;u

�
j þ 2u0�),

544 when _u > 0 ( _u < 0), and is equal to kb on �uþ
j ;1Þ (ð�1;u�

j ½), when _u > 0 ( _u < 0). In particular, the parameter a defines

545 the rate of variation of kh from ka to kb þ ðka � kbÞe�2au0 .
546 The parameter u0 can be expressed as a function of ka; kb, and a, thus it is referred to as internal model parameter. To derive
547 such an expression, we first observe that khðu;uþ

j Þ (khðu; u�
j Þ) is discontinuous at uþ

j (u�
j ), as shown in Fig. 9a (9b). Hence, if we

548 denote the difference between the two different stiffness values of khðu;uþ
j Þ (khðu;u�

j Þ) at uþ
j (u�

j ) as dk, we can write:
549

ðka � kbÞe�2au0 ¼ dk; ð68Þ551551

552 from which we get:
553

u0 ¼ � 1
2a

ln
dk

ka � kb

� �
; ð69Þ

555555

556 an expression providing positive values of u0 for dk > 0 since, by assumption, ka > kb and a > 0.
557 For practical purpose, dk is set equal to 10�20, as suggested by the results of an extensive series of numerical tests; in such
558 a way, we not only allow cþ (c�) to have a generalized tangent stiffness at uþ

j (u�
j ) very close to the one of cu (cl), but we also

559 avoid to make u0 undefined, as it would happen if we set dk equal to zero in Eq. (69).
560 Finally, the parameter c characterizes the shaping function wðuÞ, a positive convex function on ð�1;1Þ when c– 0.
561 Note that assuming b1 ¼ b2 ¼ b and c ¼ 0, we obtain the generalized tangent stiffness functions adopted in the Exponen-
562 tial Model described in Ref. [33].

563 4.2.2. Generalized force
564 We now derive the expressions of the upper (lower) limiting curve cu (cl) and of the generic loading (unloading) curve cþ

565 (c�) required for the evaluation of the generalized force f during the generic loading (unloading) phase.
566 Upper (Lower) Limiting Curve
567 According to the definition (7) and to the assumption (63), we have:

Fig. 9. Graph of the function kh for the generic loading (a) and unloading (b) case (Asymmetric Exponential Model).
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568
f eðuÞ ¼ � b1 þ b2ð Þuþ eb1u � e�b2u: ð70Þ570570

571 Hence, taking into account (66), (67), and (70), Eq. (11) becomes:
572

cuðuÞ ¼ � b1 þ b2ð Þuþ eb1u � e�b2u þ ecu kbuþ fþ0
� �

; ð71Þ574574

575 whereas Eq. (17) yields:
576

clðuÞ ¼ � b1 þ b2ð Þuþ eb1u � e�b2u þ ecu kbu� f�0
� �

: ð72Þ578578

579 Generic Loading (Unloading) Curve
580 Because of the assumptions (64a) and (67), Eq. (21) specializes to:
581

f hðu;uþ
j Þ ¼ kbu� ka � kbð Þ

a
e
�a u�uþ

j
þ2u0

� �
; ð73Þ583583

584 so that, recalling (66), (67), and (70), Eq. (25) yields:
585

cþðu;uþ
j Þ ¼ � b1 þ b2ð Þuþ eb1u � e�b2u þ ecu kbu� ka � kbð Þ

a
e
�a u�uþ

j
þ2u0

� �
� e�2au0

" #
þ fþ0

( )
: ð74Þ

587587

588 Similarly, on account of the assumptions (65a) and (67), Eq. (29) becomes:
589

f hðu;u�
j Þ ¼ kbuþ ka � kbð Þ

a
e
�a �uþu�

j
þ2u0

� �
: ð75Þ591591

592 Hence, taking into account (66), (67), and (70), Eq. (33) yields:
593

c�ðu;u�
j Þ ¼ � b1 þ b2ð Þuþ eb1u � e�b2u þ ecu kbuþ ka � kbð Þ

a
e
�a �uþu�

j
þ2u0

� �
� e�2au0

" #
� f�0

( )
: ð76Þ

595595

596 4.2.3. History variable
597 Invoking (70) and (73), and taking into account the assumptions (66) and (67), Eq. (35) specializes to:
598

� b1 þ b2ð ÞuP þ eb1uP � e�b2uP þ ecuP kbuP � ka � kbð Þ
a

e
�a uP�uþ

j
þ2u0

� �
þ kbuþ

j þ fþ0 � kbuþ
j þ ka � kbð Þ

a
e�2au0

" #
¼ f P;

600600

601 from which we obtain the expression of the history variable for the generic loading case:
602

uþ
j ¼ uP þ 2u0 þ 1

a
ln

a
ka � kbð Þ e�cuP � b1 þ b2ð ÞuP þ eb1uP � e�b2uP

� �þ kbuP þ ka � kbð Þ
a

e�2au0 þ fþ0 � e�cuP f P

� 	
 �
: ð78Þ

604604

605 Similarly, using (70) and (75), and taking into account (66) and (67), Eq. (37) becomes:
606

� b1 þ b2ð ÞuP þ eb1uP � e�b2uP þ ecuP kbuP þ ka � kbð Þ
a

e
�a �uPþu�

j
þ2u0

� �
þ kbu�

j � f�0 � kbu�
j � ka � kbð Þ

a
e�2au0

" #
¼ f P;

608608

609 from which we obtain the expression of the history variable for the generic unloading case:
610

u�
j ¼ uP � 2u0 � 1

a
ln � a

ka � kbð Þ e�cuP � b1 þ b2ð ÞuP þ eb1uP � e�b2uP
� �þ kbuP � ka � kbð Þ

a
e�2au0 � f�0 � e�cuP f P

� 	
 �
: ð80Þ

612612

613 Note that Eq. (78) (Eq. (80)) may provide positive or negative values of uþ
j (u�

j ) according to the coordinates of the initial
614 point P : ðuP; f PÞ of cþ (c�). In any case, the argument of the logarithm in Eqs. (78) and (80) is always positive if
615 ka > kb; ka > 0;a > 0, and u0 > 0. Actually, looking at Fig. 6, we observe that the generalized displacement uþ

j (u�
j ) can have

616 two extreme values, namely uP þ 2u0 (uP � 2u0) when P belongs to the lower (upper) limiting curve, and uP when P lies on
617 the upper (lower) limiting curve; thus, the argument of the logarithm in Eq. (78) (Eq. (80)) has to be equal to 1 in the former
618 case, and equal to dk ka � kbð Þ�1 in the latter. Being dk � ka � kbð Þ; dk ka � kbð Þ�1 represents the minimum value of the loga-
619 rithm argument, a quantity that is always positive since dk > 0 and ka > kb.

620 4.2.4. Expression of fþ0 (f�0 )
621 We determine the expression of fþ0 (f�0 ), referred to as internal model parameter since it can be expressed as a function of
622 the model parameters described in 4.2.1. In particular, after imposing that fþ0 ¼ f�0 ¼ f 0, we use Eqs. (40), (67), and (73) to
623 get:
624
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kb uþ
j � 2u0

� �
� ka � kbð Þ

a
þ 2kbu0 þ 2f 0 � kbuþ

j þ ka � kbð Þ
a

e�2au0 ¼ 0; ð81Þ626626

627 from which we obtain:

628

f 0 ¼ ka � kbð Þ
2a

1� e�2au0
� �

: ð82Þ630630

631 Note that Eq. (82) provides a positive value of f 0, being ka > kb;a > 0, and u0 > 0.
632 It can be easily shown that the same expression of f 0 can be derived adopting Eq. (43) instead of Eq. (40).

633 4.2.5. Hysteresis loop shapes
634 As shown in Table 2, the Asymmetric Exponential Model is able to simulate six different types of the generalized force-
635 displacement hysteresis loop shape according to the values of the parameters b1 and b2; specifically, when c ¼ 0, it can
636 reproduce two symmetric hysteresis loop shape types, namely SS1 and SS2, and four asymmetric hysteresis loop shape
637 types, namely AS1, AS2, AS3, and AS4. The hysteresis loop shapes obtained for c – 0 will be presented later.
638 Fig. 10 illustrates six hysteresis loops having shape type SS1, SS2, AS1, AS2, AS3, and AS4, respectively, simulated by
639 imposing a generalized sinusoidal displacement with unit amplitude and frequency and by using the six model parameters
640 listed in Table 3. In particular, Fig. 10a (10b) presents a symmetric hysteresis loop bounded by two parallel straight lines
641 (curves), whereas Fig. 10c and e (10d and 10f) show an asymmetric hysteresis loop limited by two non-parallel curves having
642 no (one) inflection point. Such hysteresis loops are typical of several hysteretic mechanical systems and materials [2–
643 4,8,11,13,18,21,32,36], as described in Section 2.
644 Fig. 11 shows the variation of the size and/or shape of the hysteresis loops, simulated by applying a generalized sinusoidal
645 displacement with unit amplitude and frequency, due to each model parameters, namely ka; kb; a; b1, and b2, when c ¼ 0.
646 More specifically, looking at the hysteresis loops of Fig. 11a, obtained for kb ¼ 0:5; a ¼ 5; b1 ¼ 0; b2 ¼ 0, and three different
647 values of ka, that is, 5, 10, and 15, we can not only observe that the larger (smaller) is ka, the larger (smaller) is the hysteresis
648 loop size, but also that such a parameter does not affect the hysteresis loop shape.
649 Fig. 11b presents hysteresis loops reproduced by using ka ¼ 5; a ¼ 5; b1 ¼ 0; b2 ¼ 0, and three values of kb, that is, 0, 0.5,
650 and 1. We can note that increasing (decreasing) kb, the hysteresis loop rotates counterclockwise (clockwise) and its size
651 slightly decreases (increases).
652 Looking at the hysteresis loops of Fig. 11c, obtained for ka ¼ 5; kb ¼ 0:5; b1 ¼ 0; b2 ¼ 0, and three different values of a, that
653 is, 5, 10, and 15, we can not only notice that the larger (smaller) is a, the smaller (larger) is the hysteresis loop size, but also
654 that such a parameter does not affect the hysteresis loop shape.
655 Fig. 11d shows hysteresis loops reproduced by adopting ka ¼ 5; kb ¼ 0:5; a ¼ 5, and three values of b1 ¼ b2 ¼ b, that is, 0,
656 1, and 1.5. We can observe that such a parameter modifies the hysteresis loop shape in such a way that it remains symmetric.
657 Finally, looking at the hysteresis loops of Fig. 11e (11f), obtained for ka ¼ 5; kb ¼ 0:5; a ¼ 5; b2 ¼ 0
658 (ka ¼ 5; kb ¼ 0:5; a ¼ 5; b1 ¼ 0), and three different values of b1 (b2), that is, 0, 1, and 1.5, we can note that such a parameter
659 modifies the hysteresis loop shape in such a way that it becomes asymmetric.
660 The six different types of hysteresis loop shape, summarized in Table 2 and obtained for c ¼ 0, can be conveniently mod-
661 ified by selecting a different value of c, that is, c – 0. In particular, Fig. 12 shows how each hysteresis loop of Fig. 10 (black
662 line) is modified by selecting a positive value of c listed in Table 4. Looking carefully at the modified hysteresis loops (red
663 line), we can observe that, when it is positive, such a parameter allows one to increase (decrease) the generalized tangent
664 stiffness as well as the vertical distance between the two limiting curves for u > 0 (u < 0).
665 On the contrary, when it is negative, such a parameter allows one to decrease (increase) the generalized tangent stiffness
666 as well as the vertical distance between the two limiting curves for u > 0 (u < 0). The figure showing the influence of a neg-
667 ative value of c on the shape of the hysteresis loops of Fig. 10 is omitted for brevity.
668 Such a modeling aspect is of fundamental importance in the simulation of the asymmetric hysteresis phenomena dis-
669 played by some rate-independent mechanical systems and materials [3,4,8,32].

Table 2
Hysteresis loop shape types that can be simulated by the Asymmetric
Exponential Model for c ¼ 0.

Shape type Obtained for

SS1 b1 ¼ b2 ¼ b ¼ 0
SS2 b1 ¼ b2 ¼ b > 0
AS1 b1 > b2 ¼ 0
AS2 b1 > b2 > 0
AS3 b2 > b1 ¼ 0
AS4 b2 > b1 > 0
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Fig. 10. Hysteresis loops simulated by using the Asymmetric Exponential Model parameters given in Table 3.

Table 3
Asymmetric Exponential Model parameters adopted for the hysteresis loops in Fig. 10.

ka kb a b1 b2 c

(a) 5.0 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
(b) 5.0 0.5 5.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
(c) 5.0 0.5 5.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
(d) 5.0 0.5 5.0 1.5 1.0 0.0
(e) 5.0 0.5 5.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
(f) 5.0 0.5 5.0 1.0 1.3 0.0
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670 4.3. Computer implementation

671 We now illustrate the schematic flowcharts of the Asymmetric Bilinear and Exponential Models to help the reader with
672 the computer implementation. To this end, we suppose to apply a time-dependent force to a rate-independent mechanical
673 system or material and to adopt a displacement-driven solution scheme to evaluate its nonlinear response. Hence, under
674 these assumptions, over a generic time step Dt, we know the generalized displacements ut�Dt and ut , the generalized veloc-
675 ities _ut�Dt and _ut , as well as the generalized force f t�Dt , and we need to evaluate f t .
676 The implementation scheme of the Asymmetric Bilinear (Exponential) Model is summarized in Table 5a (5b). Such an
677 algorithm consists of two parts. In the first one, denominated Initial settings, we (first) assign the model parameters (and then

Fig. 11. Influence of the Asymmetric Exponential Model parameters on the size and/or shape of the hysteresis loops.
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Fig. 12. Hysteresis loops simulated by using the Asymmetric Exponential Model parameters given in Table 3 (black line) and in Table 4 (red line). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 4
Asymmetric Exponential Model parameters adopted for the hysteresis loops in Fig. 12.

ka kb a b1 b2 c

(a) 5.0 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.5
(b) 5.0 0.5 5.0 1.0 1.0 0.5
(c) 5.0 0.5 5.0 1.0 0.0 0.5
(d) 5.0 0.5 5.0 1.5 1.0 0.3
(e) 5.0 0.5 5.0 0.0 1.0 0.5
(f) 5.0 0.5 5.0 1.0 1.3 0.3
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678 we evaluate the internal ones). In the second part, denominated Calculations at each time step, we update the model param-
679 eters, the history variable, and the internal model parameter (we update the history variable) if we are at the first time step,
680 that is, t ¼ Dt, or if the sign of _ut , namely st ¼ sgnð _utÞ, changes with respect to the one of _ut�Dt , namely st�Dt ¼ sgnð _ut�DtÞ;
681 finally, we compute the generalized force f t .

682 5. Verification of the Asymmetric Exponential Model

683 In this section we present the validation of the Asymmetric Exponential Model (AEM). Specifically, we first carry out the
684 experimental verification by simulating some experimental asymmetric hysteresis loops selected from the literature and, to
685 better illustrate the features of the developed model, we reproduce the same experimental results by employing the Gener-
686 alized Bouc-Wen Model (GBWM) formulated by Song and Der Kiureghian [31]. Then, we prove the numerical accuracy and
687 the computational efficiency of the proposed model by performing some nonlinear time history analyses on a rate-
688 independent hysteretic mechanical system and comparing the results with those computed by adopting the Modified
689 Bouc-Wen Model (MBWM) formulated by Ni et al. [23].

690 5.1. Experimental verification

691 In order to show the capability of the developed model to simulate complex asymmetric hysteresis phenomena typical of
692 several mechanical systems and materials subjected to a generalized cyclic displacement history with different amplitudes,
693 we compare the results analytically predicted with the experimental ones. In particular, to perform such an experimental
694 verification, we adopt the experimental hysteresis loops obtained during the quasi-static tests conducted on two different
695 types of spring connectors by Filiatrault and Kremmidas [13].

696 5.1.1. Description of tested spring connectors
697 The two tested flexible connectors, namely Spring Type A and Spring Type B, typically used in electrical substations to
698 allow electrical rigid bus conductors to accommodate thermal effects, consist of three parallel straps, each one constituted

Table 5
Asymmetric Bilinear Model Algorithm.

1. Initial settings.
1.1 Set the six model parameters: kþa ; kþb ; fþ0 ; k�a ; k�b , and f�0 .

2. Calculations at each time step.

2.1 If t ¼ Dt or stst�Dt < 0, update the model parameters:
ka ¼ kþa ðk�a Þ; kb ¼ kþb ðk�b Þ, and f 0 ¼ fþ0 ðf�0 Þ if st > 0 ðst < 0Þ,
the history variable [see (56) and (58)]:

uj ¼ kaut�Dtþf 0st�f t�Dt
ka�kb

,

and the internal model parameter [see (60) and (62)]:

u0 ¼ kþb �k�bð Þujþfþ0 þf�0
2 kþa �k�bð Þ

kþb �k�bð Þujþfþ0 þf�0
2 k�a �kþbð Þ

� �
if st > 0 ðst < 0Þ.

2.2 Evaluate the generalized force at time t:
if ujst � 2u0 < utst < ujst:
f t ¼ kaðut � ujÞ þ kbuj þ f 0st; [see (52) and (54)],
otherwise:
f t ¼ kbut þ f 0st; [see (49) and (50)].

Table 5b. Asymmetric Exponential Model Algorithm

1. Initial settings.

1.1 Set the six model parameters: ka; kb; a; b1; b2, and c.
1.2 Compute the internal model parameters [see (69) and (82)]:

u0 ¼ � 1
2a ln

dk
ka�kb

� �
and f 0 ¼ ka�kb

2a 1� e�2au0
� �

, with dk ¼ 10�20.

2. Calculations at each time step.
2.1 If t ¼ Dt or stst�Dt < 0, update the history variable [see (78) and (80)]:

uj ¼ ut�Dt þ 2u0st þ st
a ln

ast
ka�kb

e�cut�Dt ðf eÞt�Dt þ kbut�Dt þ ka�kb
a ste�2au0 þ f 0st � e�cut�Dt f t�Dt

� �h i
,

with ðf eÞt�Dt ¼ � b1 þ b2ð Þut�Dt þ eb1ut�Dt � e�b2ut�Dt .
2.2 Evaluate the generalized force at time t:

if ujst � 2u0 < utst < ujst:

f t ¼ ðf eÞt þ ecut kbut � st
ka�kb
a e�a ut st�ujstþ2u0ð Þ � e�2au0

h i
þ f 0st

n o
; [see (74) and (76)],

otherwise:
f t ¼ ðf eÞt þ ecut kbut þ f 0stð Þ; [see (71) and (72)],
with ðf eÞt ¼ � b1 þ b2ð Þut þ eb1ut � e�b2ut .
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699 by a pair of copper alloy bars. The former is an asymmetric device having one transverse and one axial terminal pad, whereas
700 the latter is a symmetric device having two transverse terminal pads.
701 These devices show a highly asymmetric hysteretic behavior due to geometric and material nonlinearities, as well as to
702 contact and friction between the copper alloy bars; such a behavior is also characterized by an increase of the transverse
703 tangent stiffness with increasing positive transverse displacements due to the so-called tension stiffening effect. Additional
704 details regarding the above-described devices and the experimental tests setup can be found in Ref. [13].

705 5.1.2. Simulation of experimental asymmetric hysteresis loops
706 In Fig. 13a (13b), we compare the analytical and experimental results obtained by slowly imposing, to the above-
707 described Spring Type A (Spring Type B), a transverse displacement history characterized by a sequence of six sets of cycles
708 having an increasing amplitude.
709 We can observe that the agreement between the experimental asymmetric restoring force-displacement hysteresis loops
710 and the analytical ones, simulated by employing the Asymmetric Exponential Model, is satisfactory in both cases. The
711 adopted six model parameters, evaluated by fitting the experimental data by means of an improved version of the inverse
712 identification strategy recently proposed by Sessa et al. [29], are listed in Table 6. The properties of such an adopted iden-
713 tification procedure will be explained in details in a future paper.
714 In addition, we note that the proposed model is not only able to simulate the highly asymmetric shape of the experimen-
715 tal hysteresis loops but it is also capable of well simulating the increase of the transverse tangent stiffness occurring in such
716 devices, for positive values of the transverse displacement, due to the tension stiffening effect.

717 5.1.3. Comparisons with the generalized Bouc-Wen model
718 To better illustrate the features of the developed model, the same experimental asymmetric hysteresis loops are simu-
719 lated by means of the Generalized Bouc-Wen Model formulated by Ref. [31]. This differential model, representing a modified
720 version of the Bouc-Wen model [7,39,40], has been specifically proposed to reproduce highly asymmetric hysteresis phe-
721 nomena. In particular, it allows us to evaluate the restoring force of the above-described spring connectors as follows:
722

f uð Þ ¼ akuþ 1� að Þkz; ð83Þ724724

725 where a represents a dimensionless parameter, k is a parameter having dimension of stiffness, whereas z is a variable having
726 dimension of displacement; the latter is computed by solving the following first-order nonlinear ordinary differential
727 equation:

Fig. 13. Comparisons of experimental and analytical asymmetric hysteresis loops, simulated by using the AEM parameters given in Table 6: Spring Type A
(a) and Spring Type B (b).

Table 6
AEM parameters used for simulating hysteresis loops in Fig. 13.

ka [kN m�1] kb [kN m�1] a [m�1] b1 [kN m�1] b2 [kN m�1] c [m�1]

(a) 80.0 5.0 18.0 2.0 8.0 3.8
(b) 70.0 1.5 15.0 5.0 5.0 1.2
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728
_z ¼ _u A� b1sign _uzð Þ þ b2sign u _uð Þ þ b3sign uzð Þ þ b4sign _uð Þ þ b5sign zð Þ þ b6sign uð Þ½ � zj jn� 

; ð84Þ730730

731 where A; b1; b2; b3; b4; b5; b6, and n are parameters defining the shape of the hysteresis loop.
732 In Fig. 14a (14b), we compare the experimental hysteresis loops of Spring Type A (Spring Type B) with those predicted by
733 means of the Generalized Bouc-Wen Model; the adopted ten model parameters, that have been calibrated by Ref. [31], are
734 listed in Table 7 for the reader’s convenience.
735 Comparing Figs. 13 and 14, we can observe that the Asymmetric Exponential Model is more accurate than the Generalized
736 Bouc-WenModel; indeed, the former is not only able of simulating smooth hysteresis loops, that is, hysteresis loops having a
737 left-hand tangent stiffness at u ¼ 0 equal to the right-hand one, but it is also able to better simulate the increase of the tan-
738 gent stiffness due to the tension stiffening effect. Furthermore, looking at Tables 6 and 7, we can also note that the proposed
739 model needs a smaller number of parameters that have a clear graphical meaning, as shown in 4.2.5.

740 5.2. Numerical verification and computational efficiency

741 In this subsection we simulate the nonlinear dynamic response of a single degree of freedommechanical system, having a
742 rate-independent asymmetric hysteretic behavior, by modeling the generalized force using the Asymmetric Exponential
743 Model illustrated in Section 4. We perform the analyses for two different generalized external forces, namely a harmonic
744 force and a random force.
745 In order to show the numerical accuracy and the computational efficiency of the proposed model, we compare the anal-
746 yses results and the related computational times with those obtained by employing a modified version of the Bouc-Wen
747 model, formulated by Ni et al. [23], to reproduce the generalized force of the analyzed mechanical system.

748 5.3. Analyzed mechanical system with asymmetric hysteretic behavior

749 Let us introduce the nonlinear equilibrium equation of the analyzed Single-Degree-Of-Freedom (SDOF) mechanical sys-
750 tem having a rate-independent asymmetric hysteretic behavior. To this end, we denote by u and €u the generalized displace-
751 ment and acceleration, respectively, and by pðtÞ the generalized external force depending on time t. Hence, invoking the
752 d’Alembert’s principle, we get:
753

m€uþ f ðuÞ ¼ pðtÞ; ð85Þ755755

Fig. 14. Comparisons of experimental and analytical asymmetric hysteresis loops, simulated by using the GBWM parameters given in Table 7: Spring Type
A (a) and Spring Type B (b).

Table 7
GBWM parameters used for simulating hysteresis loops in Fig. 14.

a k [kN m�1] A b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 n

(a) 0.1 49.2 1.0 0.4700 �0.1180 0.0294 0.1150 �0.1210 �0.1120 1.0
(b) 0.1 35.6 1.0 0.4190 �0.1930 0.1740 0.0901 �0.1560 �0.0564 1.0
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756 where m is the mass of the system and f ðuÞ represents its generalized force. In particular, m ¼ 1 Ns2 m�1, whereas the gen-
757 eralized force-displacement hysteresis loop (Fig. 15a), described by f ðuÞ when such a system is subjected to a generalized
758 sinusoidal displacement with amplitude of 0.25 m and unit frequency (Fig. 15b), is bounded by two non-parallel limiting
759 curves having no inflection point.

760 5.4. Applied generalized external forces

761 In Fig. 16, we show the two different types of applied generalized external forces adopted to perform the nonlinear time
762 history analyses, namely the harmonic force and the random force. In particular, the former, illustrated in Fig. 16a, is a sinu-

Fig. 15. Generalized force-displacement asymmetric hysteresis loop (a) obtained by applying a generalized harmonic displacement (b) to the mechanical
system described by Eq. (85).

Fig. 16. Applied generalized external harmonic (a) and random (b) force.

Table 8
AEM parameters adopted in the nonlinear time history analyses.

ka [N m�1] kb [N m�1] a [m�1] b1 [N m�1] b2 [N m�1] c [m�1]

44.0 4.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 1.8
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Table 9
MBWM parameters adopted in the nonlinear time history analyses.

a1 a2 [m�1] k1 [N m�1] k2 [N m�2] k3 [N m�3] A [N m�1] b1 b2 n

2.718 1.8 4.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 20.0 0.0 1.05

Table 10
NLTHAs results – Harmonic force.

tct [s] tctp u m½ � _u [ms�1] €u [ms�2]

max min max min max min

MBWM 8.942 – 0.2264 �0.2925 0.8038 �0.8275 2.0849 �3.6322
AEM 0.059 0.66% 0.2258 �0.2901 0.7997 �0.8244 2.0791 �3.6185

Fig. 17. Generalized displacement time history obtained for the harmonic (a) and random (b) force.

Fig. 18. Generalized velocity time history obtained for the harmonic (a) and random (b) force.
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763 soidal force characterized by an amplitude p0, that increases linearly with time from 0 to 1.6 N, and a forcing frequency
764 xp ¼ 3:11 rad/s. The latter, illustrated in Fig. 16b, is a Gaussian white noise characterized by an intensity iwn ¼ 10 N. Both
765 generalized external forces have a time duration td ¼ 10 s.

766 5.5. Asymmetric models parameters

767 To illustrate the numerical features of the developed model, the results of the nonlinear time history analyses are com-
768 pared with those obtained by employing the Modified Bouc-Wen Model formulated by Ni et al. [23]. This differential model,
769 representing an improved version of the Bouc-Wen model [7,39,40], has been specifically proposed to reproduce highly
770 asymmetric hysteresis phenomena. Together with the Generalized Bouc-Wen Model, described in 5.1.3, it represents one
771 of the most widespread asymmetric hysteretic models available in the literature. In particular, it allows us to evaluate
772 the generalized force of the above-described rate-independent mechanical system as follows:
773

f uð Þ ¼ a a2uð Þ
1 k1uþ k2signðuÞu2 þ k3u3 þ z

� �
; ð86Þ775775

776 where z represents a variable, having dimension of generalized force, that is computed by solving the following first-order
777 nonlinear ordinary differential equation:
778

_z ¼ _u A� b1sign _uzð Þ þ b2½ � zj jn� 
; ð87Þ780780

Fig. 19. Generalized acceleration time history obtained for the harmonic (a) and random (b) force.

Fig. 20. Generalized force-displacement asymmetric hysteresis loops obtained for the harmonic (a) and random (b) force.
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781 whereas a1; a2; k1; k2; k3; A; b1; b2, and n are the nine model parameters.
782 To perform the analyses, we have calibrated the parameters of the Asymmetric Exponential Model (Modified Bouc-Wen
783 Model) through an analytical fitting of the asymmetric hysteresis loop, illustrated in Fig. 15a, that characterizes the behavior
784 of the analyzed mechanical system. In particular, the adopted six (nine) model parameters are listed in Table 8 (9).
785 Looking at Tables 8 and 9, we can observe that the proposed model needs a smaller number of parameters than the Mod-
786 ified Bouc-Wen Model. In addition, since such parameters have a clear graphical meaning, as shown in 4.2.5, we may point
787 out that the proposed model requires a simplified parameters identification procedure.

788 5.6. Results of the nonlinear time history analyses

789 We now present the numerical results of the nonlinear time history analyses to demonstrate the numerical accuracy and
790 the computational efficiency of the Asymmetric Exponential Model.
791 To perform such analyses, we have numerically solved Eq. (85) by employing an explicit structure-dependent time inte-
792 gration method [15,35] and adopting a time step of 0.001 s. Furthermore, we have numerically solved Eq. (87), that charac-
793 terizes the Modified Bouc-Wen Model, by means of the unconditionally stable semi-implicit Runge–Kutta method [27] and
794 using 50 steps. The solution algorithms have been implemented in the computer program MATLAB and run on a computer
795 having an Intel� CoreTM i7-4700MQ processor and a CPU at 2.40 GHz with 16 GB of RAM.
796 Table 10 (11) presents the Nonlinear Time History Analyses (NLTHAs) results obtained by applying the harmonic force
797 (random force). We can observe that the accuracy of the Asymmetric Exponential Model is very satisfactory; indeed, such
798 a model gives maximum and minimum values of the generalized displacements, velocities, and accelerations that are quite
799 close to those evaluated by employing the Modified Bouc-WenModel. In addition, the accuracy of the proposed model is also
800 confirmed by Figs. 17–19 that illustrate, respectively, the time histories of the generalized displacement, velocity, and accel-
801 eration, as well as the generalized force-displacement hysteresis loops, simulated by both the asymmetric models. (see
802 Fig. 20).
803 Finally, as far as the computational efficiency is concerned, Tables 10 and 11 provide the total computational time tct and
804 the total computational time percentage tctp of the proposed model, evaluated as:
805

AEM tctp ½%� ¼ AEM tct
MBWM tct

� 100: ð88Þ807807

808 These values confirm the computational efficiency of the Asymmetric Exponential Model that clearly allows us to dras-
809 tically reduce the computational burden of the nonlinear time history analyses.

810 6. Conclusions

811 We have reformulated a class of uniaxial rate-independent hysteretic models, originally developed by Vaiana et al. [33],
812 to reproduce generalized force–displacement hysteresis loops characterized by asymmetric shapes. Subsequently, we have
813 developed two instances of such a class, denominated Asymmetric Bilinear Model and Asymmetric Exponential Model, in
814 order to better illustrate the meaning of the quantities employed in the reformulation and to show its properties in terms
815 of accuracy and computational efficiency.
816 The Asymmetric Exponential Model, capable of simulating six different types of generalized force-displacement hystere-
817 sis loop shape, namely two symmetric and four asymmetric shape types, has been experimentally and numerically verified.
818 The experimental verification reveals that the proposed model is able to accurately reproduce the highly asymmetric
819 experimental hysteresis loops displayed by some spring connectors tested by Filiatrault and Kremmidas [13]. Furthermore,
820 compared to the Generalized Bouc-Wen Model, specifically developed by Song and Der Kiureghian [31] to simulate the com-
821 plex experimental behavior of such devices, the proposed model turns out to be more accurate by using a smaller set of
822 parameters. Actually, the Asymmetric Exponential Model is able to well simulate the increase of the transverse tangent stiff-
823 ness observed for increasing positive values of the transverse displacement by using six, rather than ten, parameters. Fur-
824 thermore, the adopted six parameters have a specific graphical meaning, as shown in 4.2.5.
825 The numerical verification, performed by carrying out some nonlinear time history analyses on a rate-independent
826 mechanical system having asymmetric hysteretic behavior, reveals that the Asymmetric Exponential Model not only pro-
827 vides results that are very close to those predicted by using the Modified Bouc-Wen Model formulated by Ref. [23], but it
828 also allows for the reduction of the computational times. Indeed, it requires only the 0.66% (0.69%) of the time required

Table 11
NLTHAs results – Random force.

tct [s] tctp u m _u [ms�1] €u [ms�2]

max min max min max min

MBWM 9.023 – 0.2236 �0.2536 0.8121 �0.8377 38.7653 �32.7983
AEM 0.062 0.69% 0.2249 �0.2547 0.8109 �0.8380 38.7682 �32.7979
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829 by the Modified Bouc-WenModel when the analyses are performed by applying the generalized external harmonic (random)
830 force.
831 Current research is focusing on the extension of the proposed general formulation to the case of cyclic hardening and soft-
832 ening, by assuming the adopted parameters as functions of other quantities, such as the hysteresis loop area or the number
833 of cycles, and to the case of pinching phenomena, by conveniently modifying the general expression of the generalized tan-
834 gent stiffness function.
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